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Here you can find the menu of Chillbar in Feock United Kingdom. At the moment, there are 16 menus and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Bethan Hannah likes about Chillbar:

Went here for ice cream a few times. Always generous with the scoop size and friendly happy young workers
behind the counter are always very patient as your pick your choice! They do offer coffee, sandwhiches and

burgers within certain midday time frames. In and outdoor seating available. But our favourite was takeaway to
the beach! Parking: Large parking area outside the Woolworths which is attached. Wheelchair acce... read more.

The diner and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological
disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What Zoe Blackmore doesn't

like about Chillbar:
Owner confiscated my disabled heavily elderly grandmother 's icecream because she wasnt eating fast enough

and there were other more worthy paying customers waiting for her chair . Dont go here. Food: 1 Service: 1
Atmosphere: 1 read more. At Chillbar in Feock United Kingdom, tasty Australian dishes are freshly cooked for
you with a lot of devotion and the pure products like bush tomatoes and caviar limes, Likewise, the guests of

the restaurant prefer the comprehensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant
provides. If you decide to come for breakfast, you are offered a hearty brunch.
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�s� dishe�
FISH

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Milkshake�
BANANA SHAKE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

FISH

BURGER

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

BACON
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